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Abstract
In this work the Full Spectrum based on the Statistical Narrow Band with the correlated k approxi-
mation (FS-SNBcK) is presented. The idea behind the model isto group the narrow bands using the
Malkmus model, in order to build a Full Spectrum representation of the space of frequencies. All
narrow bands are grouped and weighted by the Planck functionto take into account the variation
of the blackbody intensity over the whole spectrum. In this paper, validity limits of the model are
studied, using a one dimensional isothermal homogeneous gas layer. The influence of species con-
centration, layer thickness and temperature are tested. Andetailed mathematical formulation of the
model is presented. Finally, 3D simulations were performedto check the efficiency of the model
against other spectral methods.

1. Introduction

Only recently Large Eddy Simulations (LES) have been coupled with detailed radia-
tion [15, 5]: CPU time is still a main issue for non-stationary flames. To solve the Radia-
tive Transfer Equation (RTE) on combustion application theDiscrete Ordinates Method
is chosen, because it offers the best compromise between CPUtime and accuracy [7, 8]
and could be used to calculate complex geometries. This method relies on the4π solid
angle discretization using angular quadrature sets (directions and weights).

For spectral properties, a k-formulation (where k is the absorption coefficient) is re-
quired to be compatible with the differential form of the RTE. An exact description of
spectral properties needs a line by line (LBL) model, but these models have the disadvan-
tage of having a high computational cost.

The SNBcK model uses a narrow band approach and offers a good quality radia-
tion/LES simulations. But this model can not be afforded in coupled situations because
it is still too expensive. This model solves the RTE at least 5times (5 quadrature points)
per band. Typically 367 narrow bands are used. These represents a total of 5x367 = 1835
resolutions of the RTE performed for one given direction.

A good alternative to this SNBcK is the use of a global model such as the well known
Weighted Sum of Gray Gases (WSGG)[6]. It is fast but no accurate enough when the
studied situation is far from the one used to fit it. Various authors have already proposed
the use of these global models. Denison and Webb [2, 3] developed the spectral-line-based



weighted-sum-of-gray-gases (SLW) model, in which line-by-line databases are used to
obtain weight factors for the WSGG model. The Absorption Distribution Function have
some similarities with the SLW and was developed by Riviere et al. [14, 13]. Modest
and Zhang wrote a mathematical formulation that allows to write the k-distribution for
the whole spectrum [12].

Another approach in the frame of the SNB models, was proposedby Liu et al.[9], they
proposed a method which provides a good accuracy by reducingthe number of resolutions
of the RTE. By using a band lumping strategy, authors have shown that a maximum of 10
narrow bands could be grouped without loosing accuracy. TheSNBcK model is based on
the narrow band approximation, in which the Planck functionis considered constant on a
narrow band. The band lumping strategy is limited by this approximation. In a publication
Liu et al. [11] proposed to group all bands to build the full spectrum statistical narrow
band ck based (FS-SNBcK). In this model all bands are groupedand weighted using
the Planck function to take into account the variation of theblackbody function over the
whole spectrum.

The aim of the present work is to present a detailed mathematical formulation then to
study the limits of validity of this model. To the authors knowledge, it is the first time that
the mathematical formulation of the probability density function and the cumulative are
used to describe the FS-SNBcK model.

2. Formulation and definition of the FS-SNBcK model

2.1.Integration over the spectrum

Lets defineF , a function of the absorption coefficientκν and the integralI over a
narrow band∆ν as:

I∆ν =

∫

∆ν

Lb,νF (κν)dν (1)

WhereLb,ν is the Planck function depending on the temperature and the frequency. If
the interval∆ν is not too large the Planck function can be considered constant over the
narrow band and equal toLb,∆ν:

I∆ν ≈ Lb,∆ν

∫

∆ν

F (κν)dν = Lb,∆ν∆νF∆ν (2)

In order to avoid a line-by-line description of the spectrum, Domoto [4] has intro-
duced the functionf , which is the probability density function ofκ aside the frequencies,
representing the k-distribution in the narrow band:

F∆ν =
1

∆ν

∫

∆ν

F (κν)dν =

∫
∞

0

F (κ)f(κ)dκ (3)

The mean value ofF can be obtained by a discrete integration over all narrow bands:



Itot =

NB∑

i=1

I∆νi
∆νi =

NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi

∫
∞

0

F (κ)fi(κ)dκ (4)

where subscripti denotes the band number,NB the total number of bands andfi(κ) is
the PDF on theith band. Variablesνi andκ are independent so the discrete integration
on i and the integration onν can be switched, leading to:

Itot =

∫
∞

0

(
NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi
F (κ)fi(κ)

)

dκ (5)

This expression may be rewritten as theexpectancyof the functionF (κ), if the corre-
sponding probability density function is correctly defined. By definition the PDF must be
normalized such as:

∫
∞

0

NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi
fi(κ)dκ =

NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi
×

∫
∞

0

fi(κ)dκ

︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 1, by definition

=
σT 4

π (6)

So the integration over the spectrum may be rewritten as:

Itot =
σT 4

π

∫
∞

0

NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi
fi(κ)

σT 4/π
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fF S(κ)

F (κ)dκ (7)

WherefFS represents thefull spectrum normalized probability density function.

2.2.Introduction of the ck approximation in the FS-SNBcK model

The Malkmus model allows to get an analytical expression forthe mean transmissivity
T∆ν with some properties of the spectrum according to specific assumptions.

T ∆ν(l) = exp

[

Φ∆ν

(

1 −

(

1 +
2κl

Φ∆ν

)1/2
)]

(8)

whereκ is the average value of the absorption coefficient over the narrow band, andΦ∆ν

is the shape parameter. Data for(κ, Φ∆ν) were taken from the SNB parameters database
of Taine and Soufiani [17], for temperatures between 300K and2900K and for 367 bands
of width ∆ν = 25 cm−1.

Using eq.(3), the mean transmissivity over a narrow band is given by:

T∆ν(l) =

∫
∞

0

exp(−κl)f(κ)dκ (9)



Domoto [4] has shown thatf(κ) is the inverse Laplace transform of the mean trans-
missivity, given by the Malkmus model. The functionf(κ) is not monotonous and it is
more convenient to introduce the cumulative functiongi(κ), over theith narrow band:

gi(κ) =

∫ κ

0

fi(κ
′)dκ′ (10)

g(κ) is a monotonously increasing function in the interval[0; 1] which allows to inverse it
to get the functionκ(g). The inverse functionκ(g) can thus be defined. If the shape of the
spectrum is not modified by the pressure and the temperature along an optical path, the ck-
approximation is achieved. Using the Malkmus model for the transmissivity Domoto has
shown that the functionf(κ) is an Inverse Gaussian distribution,g(κ) uses erfc functions
[4]. This function is inverted numerically.

Using the cumulative functiong(κ), eq.(3) could be written as:

F∆ν =

∫ 1

0

F (κ(g))dg (11)

Thefull spectrum cumulative functiongFS(κ) is defined as:

gFS(κ) =

∫ κ

0

fFS(κ′)dκ′ =

∫ κ

0

NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi
fi(κ

′)

σT 4/π
dκ′

=

NB∑

i=1

∆νiLb,∆νi

σT 4/π

∫ κ

0

fi(κ
′)dκ′

︸ ︷︷ ︸

gi(κ)

(12)

From eq.(12) it can be noticed thatgFS is monotonically increasing withκ, like each
functiongi(κ) does, and can also be inverted numerically to obtainκ(gFS), eq.(6) then
becomes:

Itot =
σT 4

π

∫ 1

0

F (κ(gFS))dgFS (13)

As the cumulative function is monotonically increasing, the numerical resolution of
the integration could be achieved either with a statisticalmethod or using a Gauss quadra-
ture. If a quadrature is used overNq points, eq.(13) can be written:

Itot ≈
σT 4

π

Nq∑

j=1

wjF (κ(gFS,j)) (14)

It is only at this last step that the calculation ofItot (over the entire spectrum) is approxi-
mated numerically, using a pseudo-spectral quadrature.



2.3.Radiative properties of the mixture Modeling

To take into account multicomponent mixtures several models are proposed by Liu
[10]. The model based on the optically thin limit provide〈κmix〉 and Φ∆ν,mix for a
mixture ofNg species, of parametersκn andΦ∆ν,n:

〈κmix〉∆ν =

Ng∑

n=1

κn and
〈κmix〉

2
∆ν

Φ∆ν,mix
=

Ngas∑

n=1

κn
2

Φ∆ν,n
(15)

whereκn is the average value of the absorption coefficient over the narrow band, and
Φ∆ν,n is the shape parameter for thenth gas. The main advantage of this model is to
insure a good compromise between accuracy and CPU time.

3. Absorption of a one dimensional gas layer

To separate spectral aspects from geometrical aspects and test the FS-SNBcK model,
the absorption of a one dimensional isothermal homogeneousgas layer is considered.
Gases containing one or more of the following species were studied: H2O, CO2, CO.
The FS-SNBcK model is compared to the Malkmus model, which represents the reference
model for the one dimensional study.

In this configuration the mean intensity of the narrow band absorbed by the gas layer
is:

I∆ν(l) =

∫

∆ν

exp(−κν l)Lb,νdν (16)

The total intensity absorbed by the spectrum in the FS-SNBcKis given using eq.(13)
with F (κν) = T (l) = exp(−κν l) and calculated using a Gauss Legendre quadrature
according to eq.(14).

3.1.Influence of the mixture composition

The absorption is calculated on an homogeneous and isothermal gas layer containing
only one species at different temperatures, with gas columnlength of l = 1m. Figure
1 shows that in the case of pureH2O, the FS-SNBcK calculation withNq = 5 gives
an error of about 10%. Nevertheless, when the number of quadrature is augmented to
Nq = 10 a very good agreement with the Malkmus model is obtained. In the pureCO
case, the error withNq = 5 reaches a value of nearly 100%. For both pureCO2 andCO
cases, a higherNq is needed to fit with the Malkmus case, typicallyNq = 30.

Figure 2shows the cumulative functions,gFS for different gases. AsCO2 andCO
do not emit in all bands contrary toH2O (96 bands forCO2, 48 bands forCO) some
values ofκ are close to zero and the cumulative function is non zero onlyin a small part
of the interval [0;1]. More quadrature points are needed to resolve the spectrum. It is also
noticed that for high temperatures the gradient of the cumulative function is higher.

Theoretically by increasingNq to infinity, theκ(g) should always be well resolved.
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Fig. 1 — Influence ofNq for a single species at different temperatures

However if the gradient of the function is too strong, the numerical inversion ofg(κ) fails.
An example with a high temperature and 20% molar fraction ofCO gives an error of 30%
even withNq = 30. For cases containing high concentrations ofCO this model must be
the used with care, in particular if the temperature is high.
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3.2.Influence of the gas optical thickness

In a second step the influence of the gas optical thickness is investigated. In this
case the gas layer is composed of 20%H2O, 10%CO2, 5% CO molar fraction. The
absorption of the gas layer is calculated at several temperatures for three thicknesses:
l = 0.1m, l = 1m andl = 10m an plotted infigure 3.
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Fig. 3 — Influence of the gas thickness for a mixture of gases atdifferent temperatures

Figure 3 shows that a high number of quadrature points are needed to fitwith the
reference when the gas layer is thin. To explain this behavior, the relative error on the
transmissivity,T (l) = exp(−κl), is analyzed:

∆T

T
∼

exp(−κl)κl

1 − exp(−κl)

∆κ

κ
(17)

In this expression whenl increases, the relative error tends to zero. For the optically thin
limit when l tends to 0,∆T

T ≈ ∆κ
κ , and the calculation of the absorption is more sensitive

to the error onκ. For the thick case even if the relative error is smaller, themodel will is
limited by the mixture modeling (cf. section 2.3.) and the ck-approximation.

4. 3D Calculations

To validate geometry influence of the FS-SNBcK model, 3D calculations are per-
formed using a DOM code (DOMASIUM1). Two benchmark cases are tested [1] us-
ing an S4 angular quadrature: a homogeneous cylinder and an an-isothermal and non-
homogeneous cylinder.

These two radiative heat transfer problems are in two-dimensional axisymmetric en-
closures with black walls. Atmospheric pressure is considered in all cases. In both tests
calculations are compared to available reference solutions (a ray-tracing solution or a
Monte-Carlo Method all together with k-distribution). Tests include comparisons with
the SNBcK model (reference solution) and the WSGG model (faster model). The WSGG
model parameters are given in [16].

The first case is a cylindrical enclosure of lengthL = 3.0m, a radiusR = 0.5m and
was resolved using a mesh with19343 tetrahedron cells. The temperature of the walls is
300K. Species molar fractions of the gas are 20%H2O, 10%CO2 and 70%N2. There

1http://www.cerfacs.fr/domasium



is no soot and the temperature of the medium is1800K.

The second case is a cylinder of lengthL = 1.2m, a radiusR = 0.3m and was
resolved using a mesh with27749 tetrahedron cells. The walls are black at800K, except
the right wall (x = L), which is maintained at300K. The temperature and the molar
fractions ofH2O andCO2 are given by analytical profiles:

T (x, r) = 800 + 1200 ∗ (1 − r/R)(x/L)

XH2O = 0.05
[
1 − 2(x/L − 0.5)2

]
(2 − r/R)

XCO2
= 0.04

[
1 − 3(x/L − 0.5)2

]
(2.5 − r/R)

(18)

The soot volumetric fraction isfv = XSOOT = 10−7. Spectral absorption coefficient for
soot is calculated asκν,soot = 5.5fvν.

Figure 4andfigure 5show that the calculation of the radiative source termSr, using
the FS-SNBcK, gives results in very good agreement with the SNBcK model. For the
two test cases only five quadrature points are needed to obtain a good accuracy. It is also
shown that this model is clearly more accurate than the WSGG model due to the fact that
the global data of the mixture is modeled from the SNB database. It is noticed that for
case 2 the WSGG model gives better results than in case 1 because the presence of soot
yield the medium more gray.
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5. Calculation time cost

Table 1shows that in the one dimensional calculation, where the time calculation is
devoted mostly to the spectral calculation, the FS-SNBcK isnot faster than the SNBcK
model: the same number of calculations are performed in the two models. To calculate
gFS(κ) in eq.(12) a loop over all bands is done. Then eq.(14) requires an iterative time



Tab. 1 —Time calculation for the FS-SNBcK in 1D and 3D calculation

Test 1D Test 1D Test 1D Test 3D Test 3D
Nq=5 Nq = 10 Nq = 20 Case 1 Case 2

SNBcK 9.0 ms 17.2 ms 37.2 ms 40 m36.2 s 67 m49.5 s
FS-SNBcK 24.7 ms 46.0 ms 100.0 ms 0 m8.1 s 8 m51.6 s

WSGG – – – 0 m6.6 s 0 m10.2 s

consuming process to inverse numericallygFS(κ). The inversion is longer to achieve for
FS-SNBcK because the gradient of functiongFS(κ) is higher (less than 10 iterations for
SNBcK, between 20 to 30 iterations for FS-SNBcK).

The advantage of a global model as FS-SNBcK for 3D calculations is clearly demon-
strated by the time efficiency ontable 1. The number of resolutions of the RTE is strongly
reduced. In case 1, homogeneous case, only one absorption coefficient is calculated
over the domain. The time calculation of FS-SNBcK is about 300 time shorter than the
SNBcK, very close to the number of narrow bands (367). For case 2, non-homogeneous
case, the calculation time is reduced by one order of magnitude compared to SNBcK
case. In this case spectral calculations account for 97% of the total calculation with the
FS-SNBcK model. This shows that most of the effort should be made in the improvement
of the spectral calculation for this model.

6. Conclusions

The full spectrum based on the statistical narrow bands model with the ck-approximation
was studied in order to validate its implementation on combustion applications. An de-
tailed mathematical formulation of the model has been proposed. Then the limits of
validity of the model were investigated in the case of a one dimensional gay layer.

It was shown that the model fits well with the Malkmus model if enough quadrature
points are used. For gases with a high concentration ofCO, which does not emit in all
bands, the calculation differs from the reference value at high temperature. In the optically
thin case, more quadrature points are needed to calculate accurately the absorption.

In 3D calculations the model gives very good results even with only five quadrature
points. The calculation times are substantially reduced because the number of resolutions
of the RTE is reduced from 1835 to 5.

The next objective is to improve the time calculation using atabulation technique for
the spectral properties of the FS-SNBcK model. This will allow to reduce the calculation
time dedicated to spectral calculation and will permit to reach a calculation time compa-
rable with those obtained with the WSGG model.
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